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OveTview

Where Do Turtles Cbme From?

In the early 1960's my father read a Scientific American article about
some small mechanical creatures designed hy an Englishman named Grey Walter.
These c,reatures would- run--around ,on the floor avoiding obstacles and

.searching for ,electrical outlets. My.father wanted me to build one far a
'science project. (I never did.)

Perhaps this is why I.was fascinated when I first beard about the work
of Seymour Papert and the LOGO group at MIT. They had invented.computer
controlled 'turtles which could either run around on the floor drawing lines
as they went, or move around on the computer screen creating designs which
were often very striking.' Their work with children frah age three on _up
through college age has been. an 'inspiration to educators all over the world
and to this project in particular.

In this unit you will develop.with your students a language called
TURTLETALK, which is Used,on some of the 'Turtle Geometry' ideas of the MIT
LOGO group.

Turtles live in a purely geometrical world, .and yet it is a :world
fillet with beauty and wonder. They understand a language, which is easily.
'grasped by children and adults alike, with which we may command them to draw
on the screen. Too often, learning the language of mathematics becomes a dry
exercise in memorization.for students. 'We have a new tool, the computer,
which can make the language of mathematics not only accpssible, but exciting
and useful! t

What Is Turtle Geometry About?
.

. .. ..

Turtle make possible a new way of looking at geometry2. .To see What
that new way is like, consider the tollowing description of a square:

A square is.a closed fikure with*four straight sides ofequal length
. such that each Angle is a right angle.

That definition is probably close to the one you learned in school. It

destribes what a square looks like. In contrast, look at the definition
/ below:

k square is drawn by repeating fOur times the operation of going
forward 'in a Straight line a certain distance and then turning by a
right angle.

.

41trast to the first definition the secOnd definition gives you
a procedure for drawing a. square. The second definition is an active
ont it involves you in the act.of creating' the square. Turtle Geometry
takes, the second approach, on the assumption that children will be more
involved with and excited about geometry if they are as much creators as they
are Observers.

4
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Thrtie Geometry Teacher's Glide

Because we cah make a computer understand
that a geometry based on actions allows us to tell
drawings. The compfter screen becomes an
experimentati6n where geometrical 'truths' lie.in wa

ple 'languages,' we see
he computer how to create
arena for" geometrical
to be discovereth

In doing Turtle Geometry with your stud ntSi. you will find that
geometry becomes a very concrete, hands-on suhrect And, at thesame time,
you will find rich intellectual challenges fo rou and your students.
Turtles, and the comp ers in which they live pr vide the medium for our
students to reach out o the abstractions of geam try and make friends of
them.

1Papert, Seymour, Mindstorms, Basic Books, N.Y.., 1981, This is an inspiiing
book about the kinds of explorations kids can do using computers and
especially the LOGO language.

2Abelson and DiSeSsa, Turtle Geometry, The Computer as a Medium for Exploring
Mathematics, MIT Press, 1981. 'Ibis book is aimed at college-level and beyond
students with access to a Turtle language. The mathematics is .very
sophisticated..

-3



Thrtle' Geanetry. Teacher' s Guide

How to Use 'This Guide

If the ideas presented here are nel:/ to 01I, this gu4e_will,probahly
not be sufficient introduction t6 allow you to teach the unit. Also, if you
are a newcomer-(aS are most of us) to using.computers in classrooms, then you
will probably need 'help from the outside. This guide goes along with a

.
course for teaChers 'to terve as a reference for the classroom.

For Ifbat level Student Is This Unit Appropriate?

Students in the upper elementary and junior high g4es are it an
optimal level for this unit. Younger children will be able to use the
Turtletalk language, on the computer,to create interesting desighs but will
probably not grasp the symmetry, concepts. Older students can.take off on
some'of the proposed open-ended investigations. In Piagetian tends students
will rieed to do the kind of thinking possible in the formal operational
level, thiriking,that extends beyond concrete reality.

.

What You and Your Students Will Do

The work in this unit should consume'about two weeks of 50 minutes/day
class time. Some Of the time you find yourself.talking to and
dispussing,with tpe class as a whole, particularly in ihe early stages of the
introductiOn of,the TURTLETALK language. Howevr, most of the activities.are
gdesigned to be done by studentg"working in small groups. There are many -,
reasons for this:

- You probably don't have more than two or three computers in
your assroom. Students will have more direct-interaction
time with the camputer if they work together in groups.

- A group of students at a computer work more efficiently than
individuals; they are less likely to get 'stuck' forgetting
same simple.thing like hitting the RETURN key.

- Much of the interesting mathematics introduced is too
difficult for most individuals, but can.be easily handked
by a group of minds working together.

- qocial interact oft is an essential ingredient for
intellectual, development and providing f6r it will help
students grapple with the concepts.presented in this Unit.

- Students are often better at explaining concepts to eacti
other than adults are. 'They learn by explaining.

-4-
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Turtle Geometry Teacher's Glide,

Suilmary of -Activities
and ,Materials

TOtal Time Required:. about 2 weeks
4Total Whole Class Time: between 3 1/2 and 6 1/2 periods
Independent Computer Time: 30 minutes per group of 3

1. "The Need for a Geometry Language
Format - Whole class and groups of two
Time - 1/? period
Materials,

GRID PAPER

Students try to communicate how to make simple drawings to each
other using only verbal cues. Discussion leads toward standard words
,and.phrases that will .have the same meaning to everyone p.nd can form
the basis of a language for communicating geometrical concep

2. Introduction of Turtletalk
Fonmat - Whole class and groups of two

Time - llto 2 periods
Materials'

TURTLETALK WORKSIIEET
TURTLE-TRACTORS -
PUSHPINS
CARDBOARD SHEEIS FOR DRAWING
CARDBOARD TURTLE
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
PET COMPUTER(S) LOADED WITH TURTLEWQRKS PROGRAM
TURTLE COMMANDS SUMMARY SHEET

c.

Teacher, intrOduces some of the basic terms of. Turtletalk.
Stadents, learn how to me-asure angles with 'Turtle-tractors.'

3, The'Regnlar Polygon Family tj ,

Format - Groups of 3 at desks with computers available for checkIng
Time - 1 to 2 periods A

4

Materials
TURTLE-TRACTORS
PUSHPINS
CARDBOARD SHEETS FOR DRAWING-
REGULAR POLYGON FAMILY WORKSHEET

Students work in groups with TUrtle-tractors discovering laws
about the angles of regular polygons. The concept of total turning
is introduced as an intermediate to finding the exterior angle of a
polygon.

-5-
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Thrtle Geometry TeaCher's Guide

*4. Thrtleworks Pictures
A-

Format - GroUs of 3 at computers
Time - 30 minuted per group of students at the coliuter
Materials

PET COMPUTER(S) LOADED WITH TURTLEWORKS
MODEM GONNECTION TO AT LEAST ONE COMPUTER
TURTLEWORKS PICTURES WORKSHEET

.. . ,

Students test their underStanding of TURTLETALK with some
picture-drawing problems on the computer.

va (
.,,

5. Hook Problems

Format - Groups of 3 at desks.with compUters ailable for-checking
Time - (1 to 2 periods).

Materials -

TURTLE-TRACTORS -
. PUSHPINS
.CARDBOARD SHEETS
HOOK WORKSHEET

Treating a siñlple, bent-stick figure as a unit, students begin to
explore some symmetry properties via the Turtletalk MULTIPLYBY
command. Before students begin this worksheet, the teacher should
introduce MULTIPLYBY as-a wasr to talk to many turtles at once.

4111
* Note About Scheduling Computer Usage.
DurIng Activity 4 (Turtleworks Pictures), students will need about 30 mihut
per group of Independent computer time,. You will need to have othe
activities going on in the rest-of the class during this time. You may.elecr
either to start, the rest of the class on the Hook Problems or you may
prefer that those who are not working with the cdinputer work on other topics.

"-a

-6-
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Format

plus work in pairs
Whole 'class discussion

.
Activj.tyThe Need- f or, .a GeometryLanguage

'rune .

1/2 class period

Materials Needed
Grid Paper

,

Background'

Lekrning mathem atics is, in many ways, like
learning a foreign language. We learn any lanRage
most easily -and '-rapidly when. we.0 find ourselves in
sittiations where. knowing that language allows us to
communicate easily with others and to -dó useful
things. And our motivation far learning a language
is highest whet.). , know that we need to know - 'that
is; when we can see tfie payoffs of' the learning in
which we are .aboUt to engage. In this activity, your
students are put in a- situation where (they must
in f orman4 inVent their own language for
carmunicating geometrical ideas.

,

Ir.

Purpose

- Students should be Able to comnunicate what a
simple drawing looks like to 'another
student.

. .-- They should also be able to follow the
directions of another student well enough
to make a reasonable facsimile of the
other student's drawing.

.

teach'er Preparation

You need only make sure that you have grid
paper on' hand.

,

Aotivity

S tudents need to' arrange .themselves in pairs so
that they cannot see what the other member of the
pair is doing, but so that they can talk to each
other in a low voice. If you have tables, then they
can sit opposite each other with a wall of books
between. Each student needs two pieces of grid paper.

. .

Their task -is to make a simple, non-pic torial
drawing on the grid paper. The constraints on the
drawings' are that they be made up of only straight
lines and that the nlace4 *here the lines begin and
end be on the intersections of the grid lines. It is
important that the drawings they make be neither too

yd.
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complex, nor too simple.' If they make very
complicated drawings, then the next,phase will be
icustratingly difficult and time-consuming. °If the'
drawings are too simple, the ensuing communication
will be over too soon and the students will miss the
poini. So, watch their work and stop them at the
right mement - probably after 2-3 minutes.

Next, one student of each pair is to be the
'communicator' and the other is to be the 'drawer.'
Without seeing each Others' 'papers, the
communicatoris to -id6truct the drawer in drawing
what he/she has just' drawn. Either student can
question the other about what they have done or what
th0 meant, When finished, they should look ai the
results and trade roles'.

You may need to remind them, a few minutes into
the activity, that the communi r is not allowed to
look at the drawer's paper.

When all have finished, group discussion should
focus on general methods that they found useful sand
particular words 'chat' they found themselves using
frequently. Examples of methocis would he:

- "I 'told her where the points were and which
ones to connect."

- "We ended up numbering the points lightly so
that we could talik about them.': .

,

- "I pretended that he was driving a-car and I ,

was telling him where to turn."

-"We,told each other,the shapes to draw and
how big to make them."

Examples of words and phrases they might have
found useful are:

on the same line, next to, mdve forward,
up, down, left, right, on the edge, do it
again the same way, square, larger,
smaller, upside down

Optitn91.Extension

Tell the class that they are:going td repeat
the entire exercise, but this' time, no words are
going to be Allowed at all! You will allow them 2
minutes to decide tow they are, going to communicate
to each other before they begin making their

' drawing's. Onry whatever sign language they can
invent will be allowed; no writing orspeaking.

-8 -
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This optional activity gives them an experience
in inventing a ',formal' language themselves, and is
different from the previous activity inthat no
'explaining' can go on during the communication
process.

-14.1
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Tirtle Geanetry Teacher's:Guide

,ActiVity 2Introduction of Turtle-Calk,

Format
Whole CIa and work
in pair's

lame
1 - 2 class period

Materials Needed
thrtle-tmams

cardboard sheets
for drawing

cardboar,d turtle
overhead .pr'qjector
Pet coniputer(s) loaded

with Turtleworks
program

Thrtle Commands
Summary \Sheet

Turtletalk Worksheet

Background

Mathematicians invent te-rms with special
meanings to better communicate with each -other. Your
students experienced the need for such terms in the
previous activity. Now it is time fo'r eve one 'to
agree. on certain, special terms. The agree pon
terms, comprise I a simple language' which we will call
Turtletalk. Turtletalk is also the language
students will use with the computer in the next
actiyity.

The words you are going io introduce are:

GO

PENDP
PENDN
BEPEAT (with its abbreviation ,g7r),

It is' through repeated use in the. succteeding -

activities, that students will come to grips with the _

ramifications of these Turtletalk words.

, The desciqftion below is overly lengthy, trying-
.

to explain a process which will come naturally to you
once you have tried introducing Turtietalk a couple
of 'times. You will certainly evolve your own. style 1.
suiied to your way of teaching and Your students.

.

Purpose
;

,

- Students 'should be' able ,to use, a
. turtle-tractor to',-create, drawings

specified by Turtl,etalk 'programs which
Use any df)the above svords.

Teacher Preparation
2 .

Load the. 'Turtleworks" program into one,
computer before ciass-. Loading takes about 5
minutes., ThH.ve rea.dy., a .cIass set ,of
turtle-tractors. These are orrginallp produced''by
making transparencies f4am a transparency master.
There':.are four turtle-tractor,s on eqcti_ 'sheet: The

center of the tprtle-tract-dr-should be

-10-1 12
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strengthened with a piece of scotch tap& You may
also need to cut up,pieces of 8 1/2 x- 11:cardboard to
,be used to allow students to stick 'pushpins through
the turtle-tractors.into their paper. Finally, the
TUrtletalk Commands SumMary sheet should be ready
to pass out to the students to serve.ap a reference
for them.

Activity

MCTIVATION

You may be able to motivate the introduction of
Turtletalk further with a 'story. You-could tell
about Papert's Lop° turtle (see Overview);,or you
could make up a story about a real turtle with a pen
attached .t.:3 its tail: or y2h could ask about the.toy
'Big Trak,' which acetually behaves a ibt like the
turtles.we are going to use. You need a cardboard
turtle to move around on the chalkboard or a clear
plastic one to move around on_the overhead. Jibe kids
need to get the ,idea that this 'turtle' ,Understandb
certain.words or commands and that you are now going
to introduce some of these words.

Pose the question:, 'What will the turtle do if
it gets these commands?'

GO 10
TURN 90
GO 10
TURN 90
GO 10
TURN 90
GO 10
TURN 90

CONVENTION8

There are three things:the students have no way
of knowing: 'How far will the turtle, GOV: 'In'what
direction will- the turtle start?'; and Till the
turtle turn left or right? The answers to all these
questions are decided by'convention.

Introducing these conventions would be most
easily done using an overhead with a turtle=tractor
for measUring Oistances and.angles.
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4The turtle always starts out facing to the
right. (In mathematics, this direction is chosen as
the zero angle direction.)

On the overhead and on paper, the unit of
distance is the unit marked on the turtle-tractor.
On the board, 5 centimeters woad be reasonable.

The convention s-for turning is that,turns are
measured in degrees and when the .angle is positive
the turtle turns to the left. 90 degrees
constitutes a right angle turn. This follows normal
mathematical conventions. Student's will be using
turtle-tractors to measure angles. TUrtle-tractors
have two advantages over protractors for this work:
they clearly indicaie turns greater than 180 degreesf
and it is easier to remember in which directiom turns
are measured.

USING A TURTLETRACTOR..
.

Using the turtle-tractor fo meaure angles has
three steps.

1.. PlaCe the dot in the middle of the turtle-
at the present position of the turtle and
face the turtle in the direction it is
presently going.

2. Pivot' the turtle-)(this is easiest if you
are working on cardboard and have stuck a
pushpin through the turtle) so-that the
.desired ray lies along the.last segmdnt
of the turtle's path.

3. , .Measure the distance along the turtle's
di ection line and stick a pushpin
thi1ugh at that distance making a mark on
the paper underneath.

After goine' through the above Turtletalk
Rrogram for a square, it would be a good idea to have
one of the students act out the role of the turtle
by walking through the program.

-12-
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TURTLETALK WORKSHEET

Pass o-ut Turtletalk Norksheets,
turtle-tractors, pushpins, and cardboard to each pair
of students. Working -together, (-they should go
through' the problems on the worksheet, taking turns
being the one to move the turtle-tractor and draw the
line.

As you move around_the roan to see how students
are doing, watch for the following common'problems:

-
I

Some students may forget to actually mot:re the
turtle forward after drawing the line.
Their work will look like a series of
lines comifig out fram one point.

The tangle 270 degrees will cause trouble for
some students. They will be reluCtant ,to
turn the turtle=tractor more than 180
degrees'.

When you find someone who has gotten
hopelessly lost, ask then to start over;
-showing you their work as they go.
Usually you can recognize peir
misconception alter only a step or two.

The last two problenis are meant for students
who finish quickly. (You may want to assign than to
the.rest of the class for hotnework.)

COMPUTER DEM*STRATION OF TURTLETALK

Perhats the clinching motivation for Turiletalk
is that the computer can be made to understand it and/
draw diagrams accordingly. Start the program with
the computer in front of the class. Have one of the
students type in the instructions for producing a
square. Even from the back of thee room, students
will see that a square is being drawn on the screen.

Point out that this is a lot of typing and that
there are 4 repetitions of the conmands GO 10 TOM
90. Since this is a common occurrence in turtle
designs, there is a shortcut way to produc5 the same
effect: It is -

REPEAT 4 (GO 10 TORN4Q0)

-13-
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They can test .their understanding of REPEAT with. the
,following progrmn:

Rpr 4 (GO 10 MRS 45)

where RPT is just ah abbreviation for REPEAT. When
they have finished, you can demonstrate what they
should have gotten on the computer. To do this, you
will have to in,troduce and, execute the CLEAR
command. is really onlSr---trs ful' on the
computer.

1

.
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Format

Grouts 'of 3 at desks

Mae .-
1 - 2,class periods

Matim-i nig Needed
turtle-tractors

pushpins

cardboard sheets
for drawing ,^

Regular Polygon Family

Wprksheet

Turtle Geometry Teacher's Guide

Activity 3
Regular Polygon Familly

0

Hackground

The regular, polygons form i family of shapes
iangle, proceeding
agon, and heading
y sides they are
drawing polygons

nterested in the
-interior angle of
s and,that of'a

a:s we are in the'
le. It is the
by when drawing
le of a regular
in the drawing

starting from the equilateral t

through the square and regular pen
toward regular_polygons with so
indistingale from circles. I

with turtles, we are not as
interior angle of the shape-(the
an equilateral_ triangle i 60 ,degr

regular 'pentagon is 108 degrees)
exterior angle or tUrtle-turn an
exterior angle that the turtle turn
the polygon. The turtle-turn an
'pentagon is.72 -degrees as shown
below. After five turns of 72 devees, the turtle

'has turned 5 x 72 or 360 degrees.

Purpose

Students are asked, to discover the exterior
angles for the polygons by trying to draw them with
their turtle-tractors. Each time they do so, they
must 'compute the total turning that the turtle
undergoes. This total turning is always 360
degrees! Having noticed that, one can work backward
and formulate the rule

The exterior angle of. an n-sided. polygon is 360/n.

Just how algebraically you' treat this
depend on the sophistication of your class.

Teacher .10Teparation

rule will

. Read through the worksheet and 'try.drawing a
polygon with the turtle-tractor. Load TURTLEWORKS.on

-15-
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your computers: Otherwise, you just'need to have'the
materials available.

Activity

Students work in groups,of 3. They should each
ma the figures on their own worksheets. When they
come t ry ,to discover the turning ang,les for the
different p lygons, they can each try a different
angle. For example, if they are working on the
equilateral triangle, one student might try 100
'degrees while another ,is trying 110 degrees and the
third is tryinl,d 120 degrees. When they have
.disagreements about what is the correct angle for a
polygon, they.can use the computer'and TURTLEWORKS as
an arbiter.

Circulate among the_groups- and make sure they
are understanding-the concept of total turning and
that thêr are able to uSe their turtle-tractors ,

correctly.

Check their Turtletalk programs to make sure
they are using the REPEAT commandfproperly:

-Groups who fini-sh early can try the optional
polyahns with 5, 7, and 10 sides. These are harden
to discover since the turn angles (72 degrees, 51:4
degrdes, and 36 degree respectively), are not
multiples of 10.

Class Discussion

When everyone has completed polygons Adth 3, 4,
6, 8, and 9 sides, a discussion of what *they''t-'

discovered will be appropriate. Qdestions to ask are:

- What did the 'total turning' come out to be?
(There Adll probably be some disagreement
here.. Some students may insist that the
urtle does not need to make.the last
turn to finish the polygon. Explain that
things will be simpler if we arrange that
the turtle, end up facing the original
direction.)

- Why c160 degrees for the total turning? (In
watching a person walk through the
drawing of a polygon, students can see

(-16- 1.6
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that the turtle has to turn all the way
around, that is, through 360 degr'ees.)

- Wtat is 6. rule 'for figuring out turn angle to
produce a regular polygon of any given
number of sides? (If there are n sides,
then the turtld must turn through 260 /
n degrees on each turn.) 0

/
Ask the claSs how what would be the Turtletalk

.

instructions to produce a regu1ar\12-siddd figure.
Try out 'their suggestion on the computer. Ask the
same, question for other numbers of sides._ FotOresS-
this result in the general

Amrn-angle = 60 I (number of sides)



Format

Groups of 3 at
computers

Time
30 m4utes at

'computer

MatedMas Needed
Pet Computer(s) loaded

wdth Turtleworks
Modem connection for

- at least one
computer

1 Timtleworks Pictures
Worksheet .

Turtle Geometry Teacher's Guide

Activity 4Turtleworks Pictures'

Background

We continue now with the learning of
Turtletalk, introducing the MULTIPLYBY command
(abbreviated as MOLT). It is this corimand that will
give students the ability to easily create
c ()Sp]. i cated and beautiful designs. The idea is that
tbe user .of the Turtleworks program should be able too
command many turtles at a time. The MULTIPLYBY 4
command, for example, creates, for every turtle on
the. screen; 4 new turtles which are aimed
symmetrically around the ori,ginals.

In if you have networking
capabilities, your students will begin to see what
other students in other classroom .have done In the
way of. creating 'interesting designs with
Turtleworks. Networking provides additional
motivation for creating Turtletalk designs. Also, in
looking at designs of Oher students in other
classrooms, your students will ,gain new insights into
the possibilities of Turtletalk and new'appreciation
for Turtle geometry (and, 'of course, regular
geometry).

Purpose

- Students will get practice using the basic
commands of Turtletalk on the computer.

- They will be,able to use.MUUTIPLYBY to
create symmetric designs.-

- Finally, they will learn how to access. the
MNCP network to store and examine
Turtletalk designs.

Teacher Preparation

Try, the problems yourself so that you may
anticipate some of the difficulties your students
will have. In particular, you should try the
MULTIPLYBY, NETSAVE, NETNAMES, and NETLOAD
commahds. Refer to your Turtleworks user manual for
help using these commands. Have the Turtleworks
program loaded in your computers before class
begins. Hale worksheet copies available.

-18-
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TUrtle Geometry Teacher's Giiide

411,
Activity

CLASS DIKUSSION

^

The final commancl to. be Introduced iS
MULTIPLYBY. Turtles-are social creatures and like
to have'company. Have one student stand up in front
,of the class and be a turtle. Then propose the
command

WILTIPLYBY 4
4,t

and explain that after this command there will be 4
active turtles. Bring 4 more students to the front
of the room and have them stand with their backs to
the first student-turtle aimed in four right angle
directions. qxplain that these four new turtles are
going to obey the next instructions.

do 10 TURN 90
G0,10 TURN 90
GO 10

'They can act this out and then you can go through the
same sequence on the overhead. A practice =,program
for them at their seats would be

MULT 3
GO 10 TURN 60 GO 10

Note: -You may be wondering about the turtle in
the middle. The reason for leaving this turtle
around is that the COLLAPSE command causes the
,turtles which were created by, the last
MULTIPLYBY canmand to go away, reactivating
the turtle(s) left behind. For ekample, t

MULT 3 GO 101.-OOLL4fSE G0,20

Demonstrate the MULTIPLYBY, command on the
computer. Then'talk aboutjlow it,muld be ni,se to
save pretty or,interestineturtle'designs somewhere
so you-would not:have to type them everytime from the
beginning and so that otherS., could look at them.
Explain that there- it :is l'ossible to.do this using
the telephone connected tc) the cmouter. :ilemostrate
how to NETSWE a designplain that abe t! kids in
other classrooms have already payol lots'ot turtle
designs Use the NEINAMES-command to look at some
of, the notes of these*designs and then load in one
design.

_
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Turtle Getinetry Teacher's Guide

GROUP*ORK'

`Studenk-----in_groups of three at the
computer. -,Ag you observe thenhOtesur they are
understanding how to interact with the compu e
program. They might need.help using the LIST
coamand and they Adll 'beftainly need help using the
NETSAVE and NETLOAD commands.

24
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Format

Groups of 3 at desks

llme
2 class periods

Materials Needed
turrle-traCtors,

Imstit*rls'

cardhoard sheets
for siraadng,

Hook Worksheet

e

Turtle Gemetry Teacher's Gaide

Activity 5 .

The Hook Family

Background
4 -

Complex shapeA- can be built up from
repetition of a single, simple shape. The simple
shape chosen here is called etmok. The idea is a
poyerful one. -Tpc'analogous ideas are:

- a complex problem can be solved from
solutions to its sithpler parts;

. ,

.._ .

a complex theory can be built ui)ori simple -

,

,axims.

Purpose

Students get mote practice with Turtletalk; in
particular, they get-deeper into the raniifications of
MULT1PUDBY and REPEAT.

Teacher Preparation

As in all 'these activities, try them yourself
ah&d'd of time,. Have available the usual
ture-tractot draAdng materiar:

Activity

Students work in groups,of three at theiriseats
solving the Prbblea4X1h,The. Hook "Worksheet. _There

is not much opportunity for'division of-labor,,but
they should make sure that everyone in the group
agrees about the ansWers before they go on to the
next problem. The, last two pages-of problems are
quite difficult but become accessible to groups that
can, brainstorm together. ff the Computer with
Turtlewoiis is avarlable, students can check their
ideas on it..

"Icar'. should look over their shoulders
'occasionally to check their ideas for solutions.
Where you spot an error, you can suggest that they
actually try out their program using turtle-tractors.

-21-
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TkIrtle Gornetry Teacher's Gbide

Solution's to, worksheet prdbleins:

4a) MULT 2 RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN 454G0 5 TURN 45)
b).MULT 3 RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN 45 G0-5 TURN 45)
c) MULT 4 RPT 4 (GO 10. TURN 45.GO 5 TURN 45) -
5a).4UL1 4 po 5
. RPT,4 (GO 10 TURN 45 GO 5 TURN 45)

Tb) muur PENUP GO 5 PENDN
RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN 45 GO\5 TURN 45)

c) MULT 3 PENUP GO 5 PENDN \

RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN 45 GO 5 TURN 45)
d) MULT 6 PENUP GO 5 PENDN

RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN 45 GO 5 TURN 45)

e) MULT 24 PENUP GO 5 PENDN
RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN 45 GO 5 TURN 45)

6. a) RPT 3 (GO 10 TURN 60 GO 5 TURN 60)
b) MULT 2 RPT 3 (GO 10 TURN 60 G0.5 TURN 60)
c) MULT 3 RPT 3 (GO 10,TURN 60 GO 5 TURN 60)
d) MULT 2 GO 10 MDLT 2

RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN,45 GO 5 TURN 45)
e) MULT e. GO 10 MULT 2

RpT 4 (GO 10 TURN 45 GO 5 TURN'45)

-4

-22-
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Optional Activity
The Star Family

Background

'Y'O-u 'may waat a challenge for those students
that bave a pariicularly good grasp of Thrtletalk and
the geometrical concepts of the preceding
'activities. The Star Family worksheet extends the

, ideas presented in tite Regular Polygon iamily
worksheeLt. _

Purpose

Students should discover4 the relation between
the number of sides and the turning angle for various
tars. '

Teacher Preparation

Have the Pas loaded with Turtleworks.

Activity

They work, involved, here is fairly
sophisticated. I f you have had time to try the
problems on the worksheet yourself, you can be of
help to students. But you may simply want them to
struggle with it on their own, knowing that it won't_
be easy.

2 5
- -23-
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Turtle Geornptry

Worksheets
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TURTLETALK COMMANDS SUMMARY
Math Networi Curricubim Projact
San Francisco State University

March, 1982

HELP (abbreviated as H) - lists these commands.

GO - for example,
. GO 10

sends all turtles forwara 10 screen dots.

TURN - for example,
TURN 45

turns all turtles by 45 degrges in the counter-clockwise direcdn.

CLEAR - erases reen; gets rid of all turtleS hut one, and puts that turtle in the
middle of the 9:men. Instructions in the main program are forgotten, but
procedureS are remembered.

REPEAT (abbreviated as RPT) - for example,
RPT 4 (GO 10 TURN 90)

causes the instructions GO 10 tURN 90 to be repeated 4 times, thus drawing a
square.

MULI1PLYBY,.(abbreviated as MULT) - for example
MULT 6 GO 15

causes there to be six active turtles in place of eVery one that was there
before. All of these new turtles now move forward 15 screen dots.

COLLAPSE - the opposite of MULTIPLYBY. The turtles will be retinned to the state they
were in'jist before the last MULTIPLYBY. The screen will not be affected'.

PENUP - After issuing this command, when the turtles move, they will not draw lineg.

PENDN - The turtles will now draw as they 'mo've.

Qurr - aids the program. Be sure to end this way if you wish to make a copy of
TURTLEWORKS on tape.

- Show commands executed .since last CLEAR.
,

DRAW (abbreviated as 1:40- Clear the'screefi and start executing command20,
,

TO - Begin a procedure definition. For example,

T) SQUARE _

RP'r 4 (Ga 10-TURN 90)
TURN 45
END

will mean that the turtles understand SQUARE from then on (unless you stop the.
,program and'start over). In fact you can say SQUARE 8 which Will repeat the
procedure. 8 times, making a very pretty designs

28



END - Signals the end of a. procedure definition.

EDIT - allows editing of individual commands. By itself it brings up the first command.
Use DEL to change and retype. When finished hit <return>. If you don't want to
change the command, you can hit <return> (and the command will be executed) or
hold down the <daift> key and type @ (in wbkh cake the line will be skipped over).

. EDIT 4
allows editing of the 4th cdmmand.

EDIT SQUARE
brings up the firsi_step in the SQUARE procedure for editing.

EMI' SQUARE 2
brings up the 2nd step in the SQUARE procedure for editing.

TAPESAVE - for example,
TAMAVE FLOWEA

will write your TURTLETALK commands on a tape with tile name FLOWER for later
retrieval.

TAPELOAD - for exa<17,
TANLOAD FLOWER

will load the TURTLETALK commands named FLOWER from a tape.

NETNAMES (requires modem connection to MNCP Network)
This command by itself will list the names of all the turtle creations to be found
on the MNCP network. If you follow the command by a letter or letters, it will
list the names of all turtle creations that begin with that letter or letters. For
example,

NEINAMM FL
might produce the list

FLAGS
FLOWER

FLOWER2 A

NEISAVE (requires modem connection to MNCP Network) - for example,
. NEISAVE BIGFLOWER

allows you to save your TURTLETALK commands on the MN etwork under the
name BIGFLOWER for later retrieval by you or someone

6 '

, NETLOAD (requires modem connection to MNCP Networ. - for example,
. NEII.DAD HI WER

allows you to load BIGFLOW? from the CP Network. ,..
A .

NEIDELEIS (requires modem connection to CP Network) - for example,
NI-TIMMS BIGFLOWER

allows you to delete BIGFLOWER/. frtm the MNCP Network.

Other note , , .

- Holding down the siiiftey and typing @ will allow you escape from most
operations. .

- See the Turtleworts User Manual, for a more detailed explanation of these
com-inands. - ,

-2-
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Name V_ /
Partner
Date

Materials:

. Turtletalk Worksheet

Turtletractor.
Piece of Cardboard
Pushpfn

1. Tellulah and the Rock
One 'day TePlulah Turtle was
out tor a dtroll. But there
was a rock in Telldtah'S
way. Here is how'Tellulah
moved:

GO 5
TURN 90
GO 5
TURN 270
GO 5.

TURN 270
GO 5
TURN 90

kte-e-
Show the path that Tellulah
,took.

2. Tommy's Triviangles
Tommy Turtle is a great lover
of tridngles. He is also.

. lazy. Here is how Tommy
figured out,how to make two

%. trOngles with very little
effort. ;

.G0,10
TURN 120
GO 10
TURN 120

-GO tO
:fURN.60
GO 10
TURN 120
GO 10

Draw Tommy's triangles.

_

sTkr



Turtlétalk Worksheet

Tour Initial in Turtletalk

Draw your first initial here using only straight lines.

Write Turtletalk instructions to make i turtle dray
that letter. Show both the instructions and their
result in the space below.

Iristructions Result

More Triangles: (if you have time)
Figure out a way to have Tommy Turtle draw three-
triangles with anly a few more iftetructions. (Then-
try four or morel)

Your Whole First_Reme:_ (if.you have time)
Write Turtletalk fhit'rubfibbs to drd-w'your-whole
name. To do this, you will need tb'have the turtle,
stop drawing while you move between le,tters. The
instruction to do this is PPM: To get the turtle
to start drawing again, use the instruction RENDN:

Oa



Name

Group

Date

The Regular Polygon Family Worksheet

,

s: You will need paper, pencil, a

'turtle-tractor', and an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of cardboard

You should already know the, following Turtletalk commands:

GO.
TURN
REPEAT (abbreviated as RPT)

-
.

1. Use your turtle-tractor to make the drawing prod,uced by

RPT 6 (GO 5 TURN 60)
-

r

rour turtle had to turn 6.0 degrees 6 times. .How many
degrees did it have to turn altogether?

f

-

We c41-this number the total turning of the turtle.

Didsyou end up rawing a six-sided figure with all
sides equal? This'figure is called a hexagon,

32



The Regular Polygon Family Worksheet

2. A hexagon is a kind of polygon. (The word 'polygon'
literally means manysides.) polygons which haye afl
sides equal and all angles equal like the hexa on
drew are cal

4

Figure out how to draw the regular polygons listed in
the chart below: For,each one you draw, compute the
total turning just like you did for the regular
hexagon. Show in the chart the Turtletalk program you
used to produce the polygon.

Number of 1 name of
sides 1 polygon

1 Turtletalk commands :Total Turning
1.

3 triangle

4 square

6 hexagon RPT 6 (GO 5 TURN 60) 360 degrees

8 octagon

9 nonagon

.3 3



Name

Date

Homework on Regular Polygons

*1. More Regular Polygons
Write a Turtletalk program to make a tustle draw the
following:

a) a regular dodecagon (which has 12 sides)

b) a regular icosagon (which has 20 sidies)

2 _Angles Of Regular Polygons
For each of_the drawings shownbelow, trll how many
degrees are.in the_ indi4ated angles. (

C3

34



Name

Group

Date

Materials:
computer.

Turtleworks PietLures Worksheet.

Yom need to be working in-front of a PET

t,

Find a way to draw each of the pictures below on the computer
screen using Turtletalk.. Write the program you end up
using next to each picture. (You can Use the LUT
command to list your program.)

1

11/

.c

2. Ihese pictures can be drawn with one turtle.



i

-

Turtleworks Pictures Worksheet

3. The REPE&T command will help here

,

-

4

\N
. See if you can use MULTIP YBY,here.

,r

...

0.-

'4,tc-r.

._

-2-
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Turtleworks Pictures Worksheet

How about a combination of MULTIPLTBY and REPEAT?

A

.;.

3 '?

lb
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Turtleworks Pictures Worksheet

Create a design of your own. Write the program here and make
a sketch on what it pebduces. Save your design-on the
MNCP network.

-

Look at some of the designs other groups have saved on the
MNCP network. Try to figure out how they made them.
Sketch One design you liked here andthow its Turtletalk
commands. '

: ,

.,

i

i

3 CS

e

,

7.7t-

A
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Turtleworks Pictures Worksheet

Here are some additional designs for you to .try if youhave
time.

I'

a

\
/

a

,./

,

,

6 6.

1 16

I

*

e.
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Name

Group

-Date

The Hook Workshee.t

7

Materials:, You need paper, penail, and a Turtle-Tractor.

1. a) Below isl\hook.drawn by a turtle. Write the Turtletalk
:program which would draw the hook.

b) Suppose the hook goes the'other way. Now what would
the Turtletalk program be?

\
2. a) The Turtletal_k program below puts 4 hooks together.

Draw the figUre using your Turtle-Tractor.

RPT 4 (GO 6 TURN 45 GO 3 TURN 45) .

b) Find out what happens if you send the turtle the other
direction.

RPTN4 (GO 6 TURN 315 GO 3 TURN 315)

6
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The Hook Worksheet
0,

Belowkare some figures
Turtletalk,programs.
its program.

drawn with hooks and some ,

Draw lines from each figure to

a) MULT3 GO 6 TURN 45 GO 3 TURN 45

b) MULT 2 GO 6`TURN 45 GO 3 TURN 45

c) MULT'5 GO 6 TURN 45-GO 3 'TURN 45

d) MULT 4 GO 6 TURN 45 GO 3 TURN 45

-2-
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4.

The Hook Worksheet

l. Combining the ideas of problems 2 and 3, we can get
figures like those drawn below. Nex-C'to each figure,
write its Turtletalk pragram. You do not need to use
your turtle-tractor to actually make the drawing.

a)

b)

42
4
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Art

The HOok ',Worksheet

5. IF YOU HAVE TIME
On the following pages are some more figures Made with
hooka Foras many af them as-you can, write a
Turtlitalk Program_that could draw them. /

.

,

Also, you might enjoy making up soda HOOK FIGURES of youi,
own.

a)

b)

Mt*

)-

4
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The Hook.Worisheet '

\.

4



6. Still More Hooks

ID)

The Hook Worksheet

d)

/

1

4 5

o'

- a
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GrouP

Date

The Star FatilyTorksheet

Materials: You will need a PET computer loaded with the
TURTLEWORKS program.

This worksheet is about STARS and how to draw them in
fURTLETALK. We hope that you will find there are many
interesting points (heh, heh) to learn abdut stirs.

You and your'group should be sitting around a PET all
loaded up with the TURTLEWORKS program And ready to

.- receive your typed commands.

1. You would probably like'to j-ump rig-ht in and make
the 5-pointed stir which is the usual: one we see.
But first, as preparation,' Write a Turtletalk
program to.draw a regular pentagon. It looks like
this:

Write.yoUr program here:



'Star Family'Worksheet

4

Now I'm going to ask you,two questions after every
figure you draw. You may think it silly, but if you
look closely at your answers, you will eventually
see a neat (and very mathematical)' pattern.

The first question is:

How many degrees did the turtle have to turn at
each corner (the proper ward is vertex) of the
pentagoh?

(If you didn't get 72 degrees, try it now. This
angle is called the 'exterior angle' of the,
pentagon.), The second question is:

How many degrees did the_turtle thrn
altogether?

(Did you get 360? Ihe turtle turned 72 degrees five
times. Five times 72 is 360 degrees.)

2. 'Of course there are many.ways to get the pentagon:
drawn in Turtletalk.and I haven't any idea how you
did it. But here is a very short way to do it. You
just have to fill in the right numberS in the blank
places.

RPT (GO 10 TURN

3. Finally, try for a 5-pointed.star!

Write your program here:

.(Did you find a short jray to do
'it?)

Here are the two questions again-:

How_many degrees did the turtle have to turn at
each corner (or vertex) of the star? (What is the
'exterior angle'?)

How many degrees did the turtle turn
Et.ltogether? . Let's call this the 'total
turning' of. the turtle.

4 7



Star Family Worksheet

4. Now let's shoot Tor bigger money. Seven-pointed

gtars are, much less often seen than.the 5-pointed
variety (boweVer, sheriffs' badges have seven
points!)< But actually there are two seven
pointers you can make Start with the regular'
seven-sided polygon and then do each-of-the-stars;---

i

Program for regular heptagon:

exterior angle?

total turning?

Program for skinny star:

exterior angle?

total turning?

Program for fit star:

exterior angle?

total tilrning?

46
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Star,Family Worksheet

5. I'll bet your wondering why we skipped

sik-pointed stars. Well, try to make one! But please
obey this rule:

40.

use the program

RPT (GO 10 TORN )'

where you can fill in the blanks with whatever
numbers you like

This program 'defines' the STAR FAMILY for us.

Write about what you found-Pout he-re:

)



Star Family Worksheet
page 5

6. There is a lot more to find out. But T.don't want to
lead you by the nose th.rough it. Below is-a big table,
mostly empty. You should fill in what you. have already
learned and then set about investigating more stars.

Number of Points

3

4

Exterior anglel Sotal turning

120 160

1

90

Ts it a star?

no

5 72. no

5 144 720- yes

. ,

.

7
.

no
.

,

7
.

. ,_.---
e .

.

yes
,

,

.
. .

...._

.

,..

.
.

.

..

.

.

..
,

,
,

.

.

. _......--i

The Hard Question: Even a.computer would have trodble.
Tinding out,how many stars there are with say :7.77 points'.
YOu certainly would not want to try by drawing! But can
figure out how many there are using the patterns you have
discovered?



. airtleworks User Manual

Math Network Curriculum Pi"oject

San Francisco State University
March, 1982

Overview of the Program

J.

The world is full of wonderful symmetries, from the
mirror-symmetry of our bodies, to the many-fold, rotational symmetry of
flowers, to the fundamental symmetries underlying the structure of
-matter. The computee is a tool which, through its graphics
'capabilities, can give us ways tot'play: with symmetry. This program
will giVe you same tools for producing rotationally symmetric drawings
on the coMputer screen.

The way you will draw on the screen is based on the idea of a
iturtle'l which can be made to move around on tile screen. The turtle
has a ,'pen' which, when down, produces a line on the screen as the
turtle moves. You will address the turtle with the simple commands
outlined below.

What has drawing with lines got to do with making symmetrical
designs? The antwer is that one of the things you can say to a turtle
is 'MULTIPLEW-4:-In-.this case you get four turtles moving on the
,screen___irtead of one. These four turtles are 'aimed' symmetrically
around the one turtle thai was there before. All these turtles will
now 'listen' simultaneously to your subsequent Commandt. You will

. automatically getArawings with a 'four-fold'_or. 'square' symmetry to

them. (Cther numbers will give yOu other,symmetries.)

But the best way for you to understand all this is to experience
it yourself! Try going through. this manual sitting in front, cof a
oomputerwith the program loaded so that you can try all ,the commands
as you encounter them here.

=num= moms-
When TURTLEWORKS begins running, you will.see the mestage

TURTLES ARE QETTING,READY
appear at th.1Tton of the screen. After a brief pause, the screen will
clear and you will see a white line at the top of the screen with a
flashing gray cursor. The comniand line A111 be,empty except for

D
Now the turtles are ready to listen to your'

5i
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Turtleworks User Manual

Note about ishiXt @': There will be times when you wish to 'escape' from
somethink that is happening. Usually, holding down the 'shift' key
and pressing the @ key, will accOmplish this for you. For exmmple, if
the turtles are drawing a complicated design that-is Aaking too long,-
'shift @' will allow you to 'escape' from, that drawing (without
.'forgetting' how to.do it, though). CT, if you have just typed in a
long command and realize that you made a typing error at-the beginning
of the line, shift @ will erase the whole line for you. (Or you coat
use the'DEL key as a backspace.key as You normally would.)

,Here is a list of all the commands that the turtle, or turtles, on your
screen understand:

Getting Help

BELP (abbreviated as H)

This command will simply list,' as a reminder, all the commands that the
turtles understand. But you will need this manual to explain how the
commands work. Note that asking,for DELP erases whatever drawing you
had: You can get all or some of .it back using the DRAW command (see
below). HELP isn't really much help except to remind,, you of the
commands liste&here. .

GO

TURN

9

Moving the Turtles,

This is the command that moves the turtles, and The only one that
visibly adds to your drawing. You must tell the turtles AI:low far to
_move_forward by following the_Command_with_a_number_. For_exaaMple_

G010

would move all turtles forward by'10 screen dots.

The space after GO is'impoitant and the program will Complain at you,
if you leave it out.

The.screen on which you can draw is 80 dOts wide and 48 dots high. You
can move the turtles outside of this area, 'but', of course, you won'f
see anything appear on the screen.

it
Making the turtles move forward would not be of much use unless you can
make them change directions. You accomplish this with the TURN

.command. If you type

TURN 45

-2-
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all turtles will tiirn 45 degrees counter-clockwise (i.e. to their
left). Of course, you,won't see anything happen on the screen until
you give them another-GO connand.

CLEAR
By now your screen may be pretty messy. You need a way, to erase
everything and start over again. 'CL3AR does this. It brings you back
to the beginning with one-turtle in the middle of the screen facing to
'the right. (Note that any 'memory' of linet youhave typed in will be
wiped out also. For more about this see the LIST-conmand,below.

REPEAT.(abreviated as RPT)
. Computers are.very gcod at repetition. So it makes sense that there
would be same*Ay to tell the ttrtles to do something over and over
again. Look at this exampae:

REPEAT 4 (00 10.TURN 90)

Can you guess what it" will do? The turtles will repeat the tio
commands inside the parentheses four times. If there happens to be
just one turtle, it will draw a square.

Note about multiple commands on a line:
You may have" already figure&out that you can keep typing
on the ccemand line until you fill it up. Nothing happens
until you hit the [RETURN] key and the progrmn executes
one, cannand after another until it reaches the end ot the
line. ,So,

GO 10 aIRN 90 GO 10

will produce a right angle bend only after you hit ffiEtICRO.

MULTEPLYBY (abbreviated as MULT) >

This command is the one that makes it simple to create,integesting
patterns.' It gives you more tUrtles! Try the following:

MULTIPLYBY 6 GO 15
445

You should see six spokes emerge from the center' of the screen. 'What

has happened is that the single turtie that vas sitting at the genter°
has been lmultiplied' into six turtles which get aimed symmetrically
around the original point.

Now add the line

MOLT 4 GO 10

The surprising design you get is caused by each,';of the six turtles-
multiplying into 4. There are now,24 turtles obeying your commands!
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TUrtlevorks User Manual
a

tUILLAPSE 7
This is the opposite of MULTTPLYRY. After you say COLLAPSEt things
will be taken back to the state just as they'were before you,last said
MULTIPLYBY. Nothing will be erased on the screen; but tliere
fewer turtles ready to respond to your next command. (This
understood by experiment.)

is

There will be times when you really don't want the turtles to draw a
line. Just tell them PENUP and they won't draw_anything until you
tell them PENDN.

PENDN
This stands for 'Pendosn', the counterpart to PENT: Use it when you
want the turtles to begin drawing 'again. When the program first
starts,,-the pen is down.

Some TopLevel Commands '

QUIT
*ere is a graceful way to leave the Turtle World. If you are wanting
to make a copy of the program, it is essential that you first Qui! so
that internal pointers in the PET will be reset'Oroperly so that you ,

' can save the program on tape.

Lisr
You may not have been aware that the program is remembering commands
that you have typed in. _Aben you type LIST, the commands you have
issued since the last CLEAR command will be printed on the screen.
(Note thatthis will mess up yo .s, *ng.) ,

DRAW (abreviated as-D)

Since the program is remembering Tin- cammands,,it should be able tp do
them again! When you type DRAW, the program first clears the screen
and then re-draws using your instructions.

TO

Making Your Own Procedures

follow this cammand by a Word, which names the routine that you are
about to define. For example,

TO SQUARE
will mean that you are about to say what i$ involved in the routine
SQUARE. The commands that you type in now (Mil be executed as normal
but will not became part of.the gain routine. Instead, they will be
remembered as part of SQUARE. This will continue until you type

END
Then you will'be able to include the SQUARgroutine ,(or shatever.you

5
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called it) in your main r utine. For example,
SQUARE 6

included in the main routine would catIse the turtles to SQUARE six
times.

END
Use this instruction to signal the end of the definition of a routine.

Editing Your Routines \

EDIT
Often you will Rant to change one or more of tne instructions in the
set of drawing commands. JUSt :typing

EDIT
will bring the first line of the main routine into the command line at
the top of the screen. You can use the <DEL> key to backspace this
command and then retype what,youwant. Press return any time you are
happy with What you 'see on the command line.

Typing ,

prr 5
will bring up the 5th line of the main procedure to be edited4

Typing
EDrr FLOWER

will,cause the first step of the the FLOWER routine to appear, iTady to
be edited. (You will have to step through to the end of the routine
and type END to return to ihe main routine.)

Typing
.EDIT FL(WER 3,

will bring up the 3rd_step (if there is one) of the FLOWER routine for
editing.

Saving and Loading From TaPe or Network,

TAPESAVE .

If you find.yourself enjoying creation of designs with the Turtleworks,
you may wish you had a way-to store your designs for later retrieval.

c- That is the function of TAPESAVE. After you type this cannand the
'following Rill. happen:

,a) You will see a listing of all your procedures and the main
commands you typed in since the last CLEAR. In the cannand aine
you Will-"see :

55
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WEIR= COMMANDS?
--

If the list of commands is indeed what you wish to save on t44
thed you should . now. position a blank, rewound tape (Ndt-.tbe
program tape, please! in the tape recorder and type Y and
[BETURN). You will see the instruction'ta

iSRESS PLAY ON TAPE #1

which you should now do.
AD

b) If you answer N to the question about saving these comMaide,
then you will simply be left where yczu were with nothing changed
except that your design has been ,ffiessed up by the list Of.
commandS. You can get your design babk, as usual, by typing
DRAW.

c) Often it will be helpfUl te, save a sequence of commands with a"
name. Yohl can 6 that by adding the name of your design to the
'TAPESNVEixmnmnd. gpr example,

TAPESAVE FLOWER

4)ould ',save your creation.tmder the name FLOWER. This is most
useful if you want to sive a. whole set of creations oh"one tape.
It iS just like saving BASIC programs with names.. You don't have
to, but it is often useful.

P

TAPELOAD -

Clearly, it is no good to you to be able-to save your creations on tape
unless you can read them back. You can load creaiions** their names
or simply in ttie sequence in which they appear on ihe tape. For eiample

a.p

TAPELOAD FLOM

gould cause the prOgram to searotryour.tape for a Turtleworks creation .

called FLOWER. Just using the command

TAPELOAD

would cause the next creaiion on whatever tape you have inserted to be
loaded. You should position your tape before typing this cOMmand.

If you get stuck trYing to load a creation that is mit there ?

then you will have to stop the program by pressing the. IRUNSICIPI
key. After that you can restart Turtleworks by, typing RUN.

Note: The-next four commands apply only.if you are set up,to access.
the MNCP NETWORK: See the Network U8er's Guide for basic setup
information.

-56
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NETSAVE
It is possible to save your creation on the MNCP Network via the phone
lines. This makes it possible for you to share your-work (or play)
with others who can access the network. You must give a name to your -

creation (so that you can retrieve it later). For example, you mdght
type

NETSAVE BICIFLOWER

Now the program will ask you for your name. It does this so that your
name can be stored along.with your creation. iThis will be a protection
so that,no one else can NETDELETE your creation. (See below for more
about this.) -

NETNAMES
You need- to know the names that you and others have used to store'
Turtleworks creations on thq NetWork. This is'the command that lists
these for you. jf 'you have not already connected with the Network, you
11 have to go through the same sequence outlinecrabove under NE1SAVE

be-6 e the names appear.

If_you had not already dialed on -to the MNCP Network, you will
see in the command line

PiEASE DUI,

followed by the network telephone number. After you dial and are
(hopefully) connected, the command lines of your creation will be
stored'out One at a time (up to 10, as usual).

NETLOAD
This is the 4., I : d that lets yourlook at yours and otherp' Tbrtleworks
creations:that . stored on the network. You must specify the name of
the' creation that ,11 wieh to load 'into your computer. So; for

. example, you might type -....,

2

This would bring back the flower creation -th4t ou previously saved.

If you have,not already connected to the Network, y be asked to
do So as outlined above.

As each command is brought over the telephone\the turtles on yo
screen go about recreating your drawing. Afterward, you could,
if you wished, Lisr the commands that were used to makethis

-btawing.

1
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NETDELETE
Sometimes you may store a creation on the network which you later
decide you don't want to be there any more. (Perhaps you have a better
looking one, or.a better way to create the same design.). . Suppse, for
example, that you wished to get rid of BIGFLOWER. Then.you would type

Turtleworks User Manual

wmasrs BIGFIDIER

Now-the program asks you for your name. You must type in your name
just as you did at the time rou NETEAVed BIGFIDWER., If the program
finds BIGFLOWER on the network and.finds that i WAS saved there by
yoU, it will delete it and you will see the message

SUCCESSFUL DELETE. - 4

displayed on the command line. If you see any other message, it means
that something has gone wrong with the.delete process.

At certain times, the network will fill up with TUrtleworks creations.
At -this time, the MNCP Network Manager will ha:ve to get rid of sane of
them. You will see a Bulletin a nouncing that this is about to
happen. At this time, you might want o-save your creations on tape.

I a

1We are indebted to Seymour Papert and the MIT LOGO group for many of the
ideas in this program. Turtle graphics came from their work and they
have seen many of the possibilities of using computers in euducation.
For an excellent introduction in this area, see-Mindstorms, by Seymour
Papert,Tasic Books, N.Y., 1981.

5 0
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Star' Family Worksheet

6. There is a lot more to find'out. -.But I doa't

want to lead you by the nose 'threugh it. Below is a big
table, mostly dmpty. You should fill in what you
hav.e already learned ?.nd then set about
investigating more stRrsf. ,

Number of Points ;

3 5

4
.

. yi

a

i 5 ;

5
1
5

6 t
ff.

7
,

7

7

Exttrior angle; Total turning 111.16 14 'a star?

120 5 360 5 no
5

90 g
a

72 360
1
5 nd

1)44 ,. g 720 g yes

5
60 5 - 360

.&
no

' 5
,

no
5
5

1 14 i yes

.,
4'

1
,

, .

5
5
g

a g
5

5'
5

5

1

The Hard Question: Even a computer would- have trouble
finding out how mally stars there are with say 377
points. You certainly would not want to try ,by
drawing! But can figure out how mahy there are using
the patterns yqu have-discoveed?
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READy.

10 SY91039:RUN

READY.

1 GOT616000
2 REM COPYRIGHT 1981. BILL FINEER, SFSU
200 REM-NETIFJ-
210 Ilit="":0$="R"
220 GOSUB300:IF.PEEKISS,ANORFRFTHEN220
230 SYS PX
240 A$=CHR$,FEEKkRB)): IFA$=RT$THENPRINT"11 ff".::SYSSO:RETURN
250- IH$=IN$+A$05GTO220
300 REM-SLIM. 0$- .

310 IFOTHENFRINT"JTO$"11",:0=FA:RETURN
320 PRINT"M"0$"11".::0=TR:RETURN
400 REM--NET OUT--
405 SYSI1
410 0$="S"
420 FOPI=1TOLEN.OUTGOSU8300:FOKEXE,ASCMIEWOLIT$,I)):SYS TX
430 NEXT
435 FOKEXS.13:SYSTX:FRINT 911

440 GnT0200
500 REM-GET TK$--
510 RE=FA:TK$="":IFLENkLI$)=OTHENRETUEN
515 IFASCILIS)<:TTTHEN530
520 LI$=MID$kLI$.2):IFLEWLI$)=0THENRETURN
525 G0T13515
530 TK$=TK$+LEFT.LI$.0):LI$=MID$(LI$,2)
535 IFLEN(LIOTHENRE=TP:RETURN
540 IF.ASC.:LI$')(}TT)ANDLEFTS(LI$,O)<>"("THEN530
545 RE=TR
590 RETURN
600 REM-GET STRNG-
620 GOSUB800:A=ASC(A$)
640 IFB$=""ANDA=20THEN620
650 .IFS$=""ANDA=13THENRETURN
660 IFA=13THENFRINT:RETURN
662 IFREX=ES$THENFRINT:RETURN
670 IFA=20ANDLENCS$X2THENFRINT"H H";!:S$=4":GOT0620
680 IFA=20THENFRINT"H 111",::S$=LEFT$03$,LEN(B$)-1.):GOT0620
690 IFA<320R<A>127ANDA<161)THEN620
715 IFLEN(B$)=LLTHEN620
720 FRINTA$;:B$=S$+A$
725 IFA$=CHR$(34)THENPRINTCHR$(34)111";
740 GOT0620'
800 REM-SNGLE CH--
810 T=TI:RES$1.--"
820 IFTI<T4-30'THENFRINT"Mli";:GOT0850
830 IFTI<T460THENPRI-NT" Ir;:00T0850 .

840 T=TI
850 GETA$:IFA.W"THENS20
857 IFA$=ES$THENRE$=A$

.858 IFA$=RT$THENRE$=A$

,"
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860 PRINT'. 1111.::RETURN
900 REMsLKUP 11.$--
910 RE=FA
920 FORI=0TOW-1:IFTK$=KE$C.DTHENRE=TR:PS=KP%I..I):I=NK-
930 NEXTI,
940 IFNOTRETHENGOSU814200
950 RETURN
1000 'REMGEN TG--
1002 GETA.$:IFA$=-ES$THENER=8

%1005 IFEpTHENRETURN
,1010 IFTG=COTHENGOSUB2000:RETURN
1020 SK=TO:GOSUB1800
1a30 SK=M%(T0):00SUB1800
1050 GOSUB1900:RA=SK
1060 GOSUB1900:TG=SK
1065 IFRA=OORERTHENRETURN
1070 GOSUB1200
0180 RA=RA-1
1090 SK=T0:00SUB1800:SK=RA:GOSUB1800t*
1100 TG=T0+1:GOSU61000
1110 GOT01050
1190 RETURN
1200 REMCOMPTE TRNS-
1210 R=21M7:kTOroltRA:U0-2)=COSI;R.):U(0,0)=U(2,Z):Uk0,2)=SINkR):Uk.2,0)=Uk0,2)
1260 U(2,2')=X,'TO)*(U(Z,Z)-1)Y(TO')*Uc0,2)
1270 U.:2-1:0-,4,TG)+U(0,2)WTCO*0_1(2,z)in
1290 FORI=ET02:FORJ=ZTOO
1310 T. TG+0,I.J.)=UfI,Z)*T..TO,Z,J)+U(I,O)*T(TG,O,J)(I=2)+TI,TG,I,J):NEXT:NEXT
1390 RETURa
1600 REMPUSH SIP-
1620.SK$cSP)=SK$:SP=SP+1:RETURN
1700 REMPOP STP
1720 SP=SP-1:SK$=SK$(SP):RETURN
1800 REMPUSHNUM-
1820 5K(SN)=SK:SN=SN+1:RETURN
1000 REMPOPNUM
1920 SN=SN-1:SK=SK(SN):RETURN
2000 REMMOVE TRT-
2010 )%1%=0X0PAT(T0,0,0)+0Y*T(T0,1,0)+T(TG,2,0)
2020 Y1%=0X*T(T0,0,1)+0Y*T(T0,1,1)+T(T0,2,1)

^ J

2030 X2%=NX*T(T6,0,0)+NY*T(TO,1;0)+T(T0,2,0)
2040 Y2%=NX*T(T0,0,1)+NY*T(T0,1,1)+T(TG,2,1)
2050 REMCLIP-
2060 X%=X1:1.:Y%=Y1%:C171.=FNC(0)
2070 X%=X2*.e.:Y":=Y2%:C2%=FNC(0)
2080 IF(C17:=0)ANO(X.2%=0)THENSYS(OR):RETURN
2090 IF(C.1%ANOC2%)<>0THENRETURN
2100 C%=C1%:IFC%=0THENC%=C2%
2110 IF(1ANOC7)=0THEN2130
2120 YX=Y1%+0.12%Y1%)*(LFX1%):(X2%X17)k.:=LF:00T02165
2130 IF(2ANOC%)=0THEN2145
2f40 Y.-:=Y1:4+(Y2%Y1%)*(RTX1%)/(X2%X1%):XP:=RT:012T02165
2145 IF(4ANOC%)=OTHEN2155
2150 X%-=X1%+(X2%X1%)*(BTMY1%)/(Y2%Y1%):Y%=BT:00T02165
2155 IF(8ANOM=0THEN2165
2160 X.:-.:=X1%+(X2%X1%)*(TPY1%)/(1.12%Y1%):YP:=TP
2165 IFM=C1%THENX1%=XY.:Y1%=YY.:C174=FNC(0):00T02080
2170 X2%=X%:Y2%=Y%:C2:-.:=FNC(0):00T02080
2600 REM--GET NEXT NUMBER---
2610 GOSUB500:IFNOTREORVALM$)=0THENLI$=TK$+LI$:TK$='"1" .

.".

,Mtt,, to`-`46.1.- 4 -
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2620 P=VAL,Tj$,:RETURN
2800 'REM-E:EC--
2810 O0SUB3000:IFER=FATHEN2840
2820 GOSUB10400:IFPFTHENCC=CC-1
2830 CM$L.CC. )=PL$:RETURN
2840 G05UB500 IFNOTRETHENRETURN°
2850 GOSUB900
2855 IFNOTRETHENCC=CC-1:CMSCC.NR)=PL$:ER=3:GOSUB10400:CC%kNR.,=CC:RETUPN
2860 G0T028(10
3000 REM--EXEC LNE-
3010 OETA$:IFA$=ES$THENER=8:RETURN
3020 ER=FA
3030 0PSO0T03400,3600,3800,5600,5800,4000,4600,14000,4400,10000,5000
3040 ONPS-1100T05400,13000.13200.7000.7200,7400,7600.7800.8200.11000.14400
3190 RETURN
3400 REM-MVE TRTS FRWPD-
420 GOSUB500:IFNOTREORVALc.TOTHENER=6:RETURIA
3450 LN=VI9L(TKS):0(C0):0Y=Y<C13)
3460 W=O+L1.4*COS.,FNR,,AkCO»):NY=0Y+LN+SINI,FNR,Af,Co»):IFFETHENTO=0:GOSUB1000
3495.X,CO)=NX:W.C13)=NY
3500 RETURN
3600 REM-TRN TURTS-
3610 00SUB500
3620 IFNOTREStHENER=3:RETpRN

RCCO)=ArC0)+VAL<TP$:,
3640 RETURN
3800 REM-MULT TURTS--
3810 00SUB500
3820 IFNOTREORVALJZTK$)=OTHENER=3:RETURN
3840 IFCO=MOTHENER=2:RETURt
3850 M%%.07.1)=VAL(TK$9,
3860 C0=CJ5+1
3870 X,:CO)=XLCO-1):W,CO:I=Yi.03-1):A(CO)=A(CO-1)
3990 RETURN ,

4000 REM-CLLPSE-%-
4010 IFCG=OTHENER=4:RETURN
4020 CO=CO-1
4030 RETURN
4200 REM-INITRT-
4210 CO=0:X(0)=CX:Y(0)=CY:A(0)=0:MiN0)=1
4220 PEN=TR 0

.."S'4290'RETURN
4400 REM-INIT ALL-
-1405 FdRI=OTOCCX(0):CM$(1,0)=":NEXT
441*CC=0:LI$=":NR=0:CM0)=0
4420 308UB4800
4430 RETURN
4600 REM-RPT-
4610 O0SUB500
4620 IFNOTREORVAL( TK$)<1THENER7-5:RETURN
4640 SK=VAL(TK$):OOSUB1800:GOSUB9800
4655 IFNOTRETHENER=5:RETURN
4660 SKs=MIEWLI$,P2+1):OOSUB1600
4670 SK$=MIEWLI$,P1+-1,P2-P1-1):GO8UB1600:CN=1
4690 GOSUB1700:LI$=SK$:OOSUB1600:SK=CN:GOSUBf800
4700 GO3UB500:IFNOTRETHEN4720
4705 OOSUB900:IFNOTRETHENER=3:RETURN
4710 005UB3000:IFER=FAANCKLI$<)"")THEN4700
4712 IFER=8THENRETURN
4715 IFERTHENER=5RET4RN



4720 00SUB1900:1:N=SK+1
4730 00SUB19.00:IFCW=SVTHEHOOSUB1800:GOT04690
4750 00SUB1700:00E461700:LI$=SK$
4760 PETURN
4800 REM-CLEAR-
4810 PPINT"0"
4E20 00SUB4200
4830 RETURN
5000 REM-LIST-
5010 IF(CCY.(0)=0)ANORR=0THENER=21:RETURN
5015 PRINT"M
5020 FOPR=OTORR:FgRI=OTOCMR)-1:IFI>CM(R)-1THEN5050

PRINTR$(W):I+1;-"111: "CM$1,R)
50,0 NEXTI,R
51_1 RETURN
5401_ PEM-ORAW-
5420 IFCC%04R)=0THEHER=10:TK$="":RETURN
5425 608U64800
5430 FORCP=0TOCMNR5-1
5440-LI$=CM$f,CP,MR)
5445 GOSUB500:IFNOTRETHEN5470
5450 00SUB900:IFHOTRETHEN5470
5455 00SUB3000 :I FL I $=" "THEN5470
5457 IFERTHENCP=CMNR)-1:00T05470
5460 00T05445
5470 NEXTCP
5430 RETURN
5600 REM PENUP
5610 PE=FA:RETUPH
5800 REM PENON
5310 PE=TR:RETURN
7000 PEM-TPESAVE-
7005 IFRR=0ANOCC0)=1THENER=11.:TK$="":RETURN
7010 00SUB500
7020 OOSUB5000
7030 P$="SAVE THESE COMMANDS? ":GOSUB17200
7070 OCISUB800:IFA$<>"Y"ANDA$<>"N"THEN7070
7080 PRINTA$"ir.::IFA$="N"THENRETURN
7090 OPEN1,1,1,TK$
7095 PRINT#1,RR
7100 FORR=0TORR:PRINT#1.R$(R):PRINT#1,CMR)
7110 FORCP=OTOCMR)-1:PRINT#1,CM$K.CR,R):NEXTCP,R
7120 -CLOSE1 :ER=0:RETURN
7200 REM-TPEL0190-
7205 GOSUB500 -

7210 P$="SEARCHINO ":IFTK$<>""THENP$=P$+"FOR
7215 GOSUB17200
7220DPIEN1,1,0,TK$:00SUB4400
7222 FORR=0TORR:FORIOTOCC74(R)-1:CM$(I,R)="":NEXTI,R:RR=0
7230 P$="FOUND "+TK$;00SUB172P0
7246 PRINT
7250 INPUT#1,RR
7260 FORR=OTORR
7270 INPUT#1,R$Mi:INPUT#1,CM:R),
7280 FORCP=0TOCCVR)-1:INPUT#1,CM$(CP,R):NEXTCP,R
7385 CLOSE1:00SUB5000:CC=C=0)
7390 RETURN
7400 REM-NETNMS-
7405 GOSUB500
7410 IFNOTNFTHENOOSUB8800
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7420 OU$=n014000"+Trt
7430 CH=0:ER=FA
7440 OOSUB400
7450 IFMID$(114,4,1)<:-"T"THENRETURN
7470 FRINTTAB(CN*2011ID$( I4$,2);:eN=NOTCH .

7480 IFNOTCHTHENFRINT
.

7485 OETA$:IFA$=ESC$THEHRETUPN
7490 OU$="0MN"+MID$,In$.5.3)+TH.$:130107440
7500 REMNETSYE
7602 IFRR=OANOCC%(0)=1THENER=12:TK$=" :RETURN
7505 00SUB500:IFNOTRETHENER=14:TK$="NETSAVE":RETURN
7507 IFLEWTK$)>16THENTK$=LEFT$(TK$,16)
7510 IFNOTNFTHENOOSUB8800
7520 F$="YOUP NAME? ":00SUB17200:LL=15:8$= ' :GOSUB8400:IFRE$=E8$THENPETURN
7525 OOSUB8000
7530 OU$="DMA"+A$+B$+TK$:OOSUB400 .

7640 IFIN$="0MAF"OPLEN,IN$THENER=15:T1.$="":PETURN
7550 IFLEFT$IN$,4,:>"DMAT"THENER=13:TK$="":RETURN
7555 B$="OML"+MID$fIrl$.5,
7550 OU$=8$tSTR$R,R):GOSUB9000:IFERTHENRTURN
7570 FORR=OTORR:OU$=8$+P$( R):OOSUB9000:IFERTHEHRETURN

. 7580 OU$=B$+STP$ f CC7:f R ', ) :003UB9000 : I FEPTHENRE TURN
7590 F0RCP=OTOCCP)-1:0U$=B$+CM$kOP,R):00SUB9000:IFERTHENPETURN
7700 NEM'eP,R
7790 ER=9:RETUPN
7Ea0Q pol-NETLoAD- . .

3805 00SUB500:IFH0TPETHEHER=15:T1-$="NETLOADM:RETURN
t81,0 IFNOTNFTHEH0OSUB8800
7830 -ILI$="4P"+TI-$:GOSUB400'

...)
7835 FIN$="0MRF"THENER=17iTK$="NETLOAD "+TK$:RETURN
78" IFLEWIN$1:7THENER=13:RE7rUPN

.

7838 00SUB4400
7840 008UB9200:IFEPTHENRETURN

(

7850 PP=VALOIID$..IN$.9'.»
7850 FORR=OTORP:G0SU69200:IFERTHENRETURN
7870 P$ER.,=MID$( IN$.9):PPINTR$:00SUB9200IFERTHEHRETURN
7880 CMR)=VAL0110$(IN$,9))
7890 F0RCP=0T0CC%P.R)-1:00SUB9200:IFERTHENRETURN
7900 CM$(F,R)=MIDscIN$,9)
7905 PRINTCM$(CF,R)

o
7910 NEXTCP,R
7920 0081185000:ER=FA
7990 RETURN
8000 REMB$ TO LEN B$
8010 A$=MI0$(STR$'0...EN<B$)),2)
8020 IFLEN(A$)<2THENA$="0"+A$
8030 RETURN
8200 REM NET DLTE
8210 00SUB500:IFNOTRETHENER=18zRETURN
8220 IFNOTNFTHENOOSUB8800 .

8230 R$="YOUR NAME? ":GO3UB17200:LL=16:B$="":GOSUB8400:IFRE$=ES$THENRETURN
8240 00SUB8000 .

8250 0U$="DMD"+A$-I-B$+Tk$:130SUB400
8255 TK$="NETOELETE "+TK$
8260 IFIN$="DM&"THENER=17:RETURN
8270 IFIN$="DMDC"THENER=19:RETURN
8280 IFIN$CPTMDT"THENER=13:RETURN
8290 TK$="":LI$="":ER=20:RETURN
8400 REMNONEMPTY STRNO-
8410 REM POKE158,0
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8420 GOSUB600
8422 IFPE$=ES$THE18440
8430 IFB=""THEH8420
8440 RETURN
8600 REM CC:MC
861b ER=22:GOS0810400:CC=CC-1:RET1JRN
8800 PEMDIAL HEf--
8810 P$="PLEASE DIAL 469-2125";GOSUB17200
8820 OU$="HELLO FROM MULTITURTS"
8830 GO8.UB400
8850 P$=IN$:GOSUB17200:TM=2:OOSUB9600
8860 PRINT:NF=TR
8890 RETURN
9000 REM--NETSAVE CHECK
9010 ER=0:GOSUB400:IFINDMLT"THENEP=13
9020 RETURN
9200 REM NETLOAD GET LINE
9210 ELV=MID$,,IN$.5,4.:OU$=!TIMS"+8$:GOS,U8460
9220 ER=0:IFIH$="DMSF"ORLEWIN$)<6THENER=13
9225 GETA.V:IFAS=ES4THENER=13
9230 RETURN
9400 REMERRORS
9420 DATAEDIT WHAT'.T00 MANY SytelMETRY POINTS
9440 DATAI DON'T UNDERSTAND,CAN'T COLLAPSE LAST TURTLE
9460 DATAINCORRECT REPEAT STATEMENT.HOW F-FiR TO GO'
9480 DATAFIHiSHED TAPESAVE,USER STOPPED DRAWN0
9500 DATAFIHISHED NETSAVE,H0 COMMANDS DRAW WITH
9520 DATAFIHISHED TAPESAYE.NO COMMANDS TO 'SAVE
9530 DATANET ERROR,NETSAYE MUST HAVE NAME
9550 DATANAME IN USE.MUST LOAD BY,NAME
9565 DATANO PPOGRAM BY THAT NAME,NETDELETE WHATt.
9575'DATAILLEGAL NAME.SUCCESSFUL DELETE
9585 DATANOTHING TO LIST,T00 MANY COMMANDS
9590 DATAEN;
9800'REM--WAIT
9610 T=TI'
9620 IFTI<T+TM+60THEN9620
9630 RETURN
9800 REMFND MTCHING PARENS--
9820 RE=FA
9830 IFLENfLIV)=OTHENRETURN
9840 R2=0:C=0
p845 P1=1 _-
9847 , 1 )=" "THENP1=P1+1:IFP1<=LEWLI$)THEN9847
9848'IFMID$<LI$,P1,1)<>"("THEN9980
9850.FORJ=P1+1TOLEWLI$)
9855 7$=MIDe..L1$,I,1)
9880 IFT$="("THENC=C+1:GOT09970
9890 IFCANDT$=")"THENC=C-1:00T09970 "D900 IFNOTCANDT$=")"THENP2=I:Ii.ILENtLIS:1
9970 NEXT
9980 RE=<P1<>0)AND(R2<>0)AND(P2P1>1)
9990 RETURN ,

10000 REMHELP-
10010 PRINT"ON HERE ARE THE WORDS THE TURTLES
10015 PRINT" UNDERSTAND:
10018 PRINTTAB(5)"11-1ELp
10020 PRINTTAB(5)0
10025 PRINTTAB(5>"ITURN
1-6030 PRINTTAB(5)"TAPENUP.



10035 PRINTTAB(5Y"IFENON
10040 RRINTTA8(5)"WEPEATIM <OR
10045 PRINTTA8(5)",-JCLEAR
16050 RRINTTAB(5)"21ULTIRLYBY11 k.OR rAMULTE)
100t.t=gRINTTABKZ)",72rOLLAPSE
10057

i
RINTTAB(5)"VTO

10058 PRINTTAB(5)1!VEND
10060 PRINTTAB(5riaQUIT
10065 RRINTTAB(5,"ALIST
10070 PRINTTAB(5)"1VRAW
10075 PRINTTAB(5)"*AEDIT
10080 RRINTTAB(5)".1TAPESAVE
10085 PRINTTAB(5)",73TAPELOAD
10090 PRINTTAB(5)".WETSAVE
10095 PRINTTAB(5)"ANETNAME9
101.00 -PRINTTA8(5."WETQOAD,
10105 PPINTTABf:5)"1440rDELETE
10190 RETURN
10400 REM-ERRORS-7
10410 Ps=ERsi.ER:,
10415 IFER=3THENP$=P$-W1' "4.TK$:00T010420 AL
10420 OOSUB17200
10430 TM=1":00SUB9600
10445 SN=0:8P=0
10450.RETURN
11000 REM-QUIT--
11010 P$="000DBYff"FROM ALL TURTLES1"
I 1 p20 GosuB17200
11035 POKE40.1.:ROKE41,4
11040 END
12800 REM--KEYS---
12805 DATAGO.,',TUPN.,.',.MULTIPLYBY,MULT,,PENUPPENDH,/,COLLARSE./
12810 DATAREPEAT,RPT.,'
12815 DATA ENDPS
12320 DATA CLEAR,r'.HELP,H,,',LIST.,',D,DRAW.,...TO,Y,END,/,TAPESAVE./,TAP
12825 DATA.NETNAMES,/,NETSAVENETLOAD,/,NETDELETE./.QUITP,:',EDIT-
12840 DATA ENDALL
'12900 REM-INIT KEYS--
12910 I=1:DIMER$(22)
12920 READ A$4,IF.A$7"END"THENERVI)=A$:I=I+1100T012920
12930 Mk=30:0INKEYSs(MK),KK:(MK) 0e-

12940 NK=0:KP=1
12950 READK$
12960 IFK$="/"THENKR=KR+1:00T012950
12970 IFK$="ENORS"THENKP=KP+1:NR=KR:OOT012950
12980 IFK$="ENCIALL"THtNRETURN
12990 KEVNK)=K$:KFI(NK)=KP:NK=NK-1.1:GOT012950
13000 REM-DEF,RTNE-
13010 008U8506:IFNOTREORAL(TK$)>0THENER=1:RETURR .

13015'OOSUB14200:IFRETHENNR=R:CC=0:RETURW
13020 RR=RRt1:IFRR>MRTHENRR=1'
13025,FORI=0TOCCWRR):CM$<I,RR)=":NEkTI
13030 NR=RR:CM(NR5=0:CC=0
13040 R$(NR)=TK$:RETURN
13200 REM-END RTNE DEF- '

13210 cC.%<NR)=CC:CC=CC74(0):NR=0:RETURN
14060 REM EXEC ROUTINE---
14010 008U82600:8K$=LI-$030SUB1600
14020 SK=P:00SUB1800:SK=0:00SUE1800:SK=R:005U81800

'14030 ,GOSUB1900-ER=SK:OOSUB1900:IN=SK
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14040 IFIK:=CMR,THEN14150
14050 St=IN+1:GOSUB1800:%=R:GOSUB1800
14060 LI-V=CM$IIIA,R,
14065 GOSU6500:1FNOTPETHEN14130
14070 GOSUB900:IFNOTRETHEN14130
14680 GOSUB3000:IFER=FATHEN14065
14120 IFER=8THENPETUNA

MP 14130 6OT014030
14150 GOSU81900:P=SK-1:IFP>0THEN14020
14160 GOSUB1700:LI-V=SK-V:RETURN
14200 REM---LKUP ROUTINE--
14205 RE=FA:FORI=OTORR:IFTK$=RV.I)THENRE=TR:R=I:I=RR:PS=NP-1
14210 NEXT:RETURN
14400 REM--EDIT---
14410 GOSUB500:IFNOTRETHENNR=0:CC=0:RETURN
14420 IFVALITK$,':1THEN14430.
14422 CC=VAL(TILV)-1:IFCCDCNR)THEIACC=CCVNP,
14424 RETURN ,,
14430 GOSUB1420.0:IRNOTRETHENER=1:RETURN
14440 NP=PiGOSUB500:IFHOTRETHENCC=0:RETURN
14450 IFVALkTkii<1THENER=1:RETURN
14452 CC=VALkTif,$)-1:IFCC>CCNR)THENCC=CCNR)
14590 RETURN
16000 PEM--MAIN FROG--
16010 GOSUB16200
16025 GOSUB4400
161130 GOSUB17000
16032 IFRE$=ES$AN0C.C=C.C%,NR)THEI-416030
16033 IFRE-V=ES$THEIACC=CC+1:00T016030
16035 PL-V=LI-V:CMiCC.HR)=""
16037 GOSUB500:IFHOTRETHEN16030

{>'
ri16040 OSUS900

16045',IFHOTRETHENCM$ICC.NRPL$:ER=3:GOSUB10400:00T016030
16050 PF=FA:IFPS<NPTHENCM$1CC,NR",=PL$:CC=CC+1:PF=TR
16055 IFCC>MCANDPFTHENGOSUB8600:GOT016030
16060 IFCC.IiNR)<CCTHENCC%(AR)=CC
lesin GOSUB280d
16100 GOT016030
16200 REM--INIT--

, 16204 X174=0:Y1%=0:X2%=0:Y2%=0:Z=0:0=1:I=0:J=0:0X=0:0Y=0:NX=0:NY=0:TT=32
16205 C1%=0:C2%=0:ER=0:SN=0:SKS=""
16207 POKE59468,12
16208 DEFFNC(X)=-X%<LF)-2ifes*:>RT)-4*(YX<BTM)-8+010>TP)
162.15 LF=0:RT=79:BT=0:TP=47
16225 SL$="
16246 ES$="-"IRT$=CHR$(13)

,,16227 PRINT"0":P$=" WELCOME TO TURTLEWORKS":GOSUB17200
11'016250 MG=5

16260 CX=(RT-LFT)/2:CY=(TP-BTM)/2
16280 OfMT<MG,2.1),U(.2,1),X(MG'?.Y(MG),A(MG).J.1%(M0)
16315 TK=-1rga=0:SS=0
16320 GOSUB4206

.

J6332 T(.0,0)=1:T(0,1'.1)=1
16335 MS=20. .

, 16340 DIM SK$CMS,,SK(MS)
16360 DEFFNR(F)=2*ff*A/360
,16370 OR=1586
16380 MC=30MR=10:DIMOMVMC,MR).R$(MR):NR=0:R$1,NR)="D"
16382 NF.m.cFA

16384 ES=1048:SS=BS+f5:RB=BS+17:XB=BS+18:11=BS+04:TX=BS+9:RX=BS-1-6:RF=1:3D-Bc.+3



t

' 18387 153J812900
1689 0 RERAN ".
17000 PEM-OET
17n13 Ps=Rso4R)5TR$<cc+1)+":"A_L--,B9-LEwn)
17020 'PLV=OstcMs.:CC,HP):B$TCMV:CC,NP):OOSUE17200':GOSUB8400

IFERMENtM$,:Cc:JR)='":ER=0
17'040 LIT=8$
17050 RENRN
47'00 REM-74,11T
17="10 PkINT"=.8Li"A"p$,

.

17220 PETUF44
t_1
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